THE BRITTANY CRISIS
- 1491
- French wanted control of Brittany
- Henry stepped in due to loyalty to
- Treaty of Etaples ended war in 1492
- Sonic foreign policy
- Treaty of Redon, promised
- April 1497 - sent 6000 troops to Brittany
- Henry declares intention to claim
- Foreign Policy

1985 - 1995
- Characterised as frumes
- Suppression of rebels
- Charles of France - Warbeck
- James of Scotland - Sinneis
- Ireland crowned James
- Margaret of Burgundy
- Warbeck - more threatening due to their economic power over England and the trade
- Secure throne
- International recognition
- Dynastic security
- Prosperity
- Cheap prestige

PHASE ONE
1495 - 1496
- Treaty of Redon - Britain - 1495
- 6000 troops, ann ± French alliance
- Treaty of Etaples - France - 1495
- 21,000, 5000 per year, Franjguin
- Medea del Campo - Spain - 1495
- Warbeck - more threatening due to their economic power over England and the trade
- League of Venda / Holy League - 1495
- Between Pope Alexander, Maximilian, Aragon, Ferdinand II, Venice and Milan in opposition of Charles VIII of France, invasion Italy 1494 - Henry played a minimal role so as is not yet on the wrong side of powerful France.

PHASE TWO 1496 - 1501
- Treaty of Etrples ended
- Successful foreign policy
- Treaty of Reden, promised
- April 1497 - sent 6000 troops to Brittany
- Henry declares intention to claim
- Warbeck
- Foreign Policy

DEATHS
- Arthur 1502 - increased
- Made Henry defensive, active and shut off
- Isabella of Spain 1504 - Made Ferdinand influential,
- Spanish alliance, mutual
- Centralised interest of London
- Warbeck
- Fall of
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TRUCE OF AYTON - Scotland - 1497
- 97 Cornoys Rebellion persuaded
- England and Scotland to secure
- James Wanns (Henry's
- Margaret), improved
- Anglo-Scottish relations
- Marriage of Arthur and Catherine
- of Aragon - 1501
- Maintains alliance with Spain,
- Unexpected death of Arthur leads to marriage to Henry instead.
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